An advanced decision support system is presented to answer aggregate planning questions regarding the trade-off between demand (product-mix) and supply (capacity) in a multi period stochastic setting. This tool improves the effectiveness and efficiency of sales and operation planning meetings by accounting for both revenues and costs that are relevant at the intermediate planning horizon. We develop a multi product, multi routing model, where a routing consists of a sequence of operations on different resources. Given customer demand in each time period, the model obtains the optimal production quantities in every period for each alternative routing, while explicitly taking into account the stochastic nature of both demand patterns and production lead times. This is the key difference between our approach and traditional aggregate planning models. At the same time, an optimal capacity level for each resource is obtained. We include trade-offs between level and chase strategies by * kris.lieckens@kuleuven.be (corresponding author) † nico.vandaele@kuleuven.be charging costs for inventory, work-in-process, backorders, setups, regular time, overtime, etc. Outsourcing is considered as an alternative source with a stochastic lead time. The methodology builds upon a queueing network to estimate product's lead time distribution and associated quoted lead time with a service level. More system improvements can be obtained by proper lot sizing. This model is a mixed integer non-linear programming problem. We show that the search process of the differential evolution algorithm is efficient to find stable results within acceptable time limits. A scenario analysis reveals interesting managerial insights.
Introduction
Each member in a supply chain system, regardless of its focus (production, service, transportation or warehousing), has to perform two functions with respect to planning the respective business processes, namely (1) finding the balance between supply and demand and (2) link different strategic and operational plans through cross-functional integration. Both functions are the main purpose of the sales and operations planning (S&OP). According to the APICS dictionary, this process develops tactical plans that provide management the ability to strategically direct its businesses to achieve competitive advantage on a continuous basis by integrating customer-focused marketing plans for new and existing products with the management of the supply chain (Blackstone, 2010) . It is typically performed on a monthly basis and is reviewed by management at an aggregate, product family level. It is the definitive statement of the company's plans for the near to intermediate term covering a horizon sufficient to plan for resources and support the annual business planning process. Since this process integrates all the plans for the business (sales, marketing, development, manufacturing, sourcing, and financial), it is important to outline the focus of this research. We want to build a manufacturing plan that satisfies several criteria:
-it is expressed in financial terms -it has a mid term planning horizon (typically 12 or 18 monthly time buckets) -it is based on both confirmed sales and forecasted demand in each time bucket for multiple products and various family types -it optimally assigns the product-mix to the resource capacities in each time bucket -it determines the optimal mix of in-house and outsourced production (make or buy decision) -it determines the best allocation of in-house production to the alternative routings -it determines lead time offsets with a given service level (lead time quotes) for each product in each time bucket -it determines the optimal lot size for each product in each time bucket These are typical managerial issues addressed by aggregate production planning (APP) models, which are situated at the tactical, mid-term rough-cut-capacity planning level and whose output determines the master production schedule. However, standard APP models usually neglect the flow dynamics and the stochastic behavior of the underlying system, the load dependent lead time effects and the lot size impact on the lead time. However, all these factors are prominent present not only due to fluctuations in demand and capacity levels, but also due to mix changes and stochastic elements in processing. This makes it difficult for standard APP models to produce robust production plans that can be fulfilled with a high level of customer satisfaction. To this end, we include steady state equations from queueing theory into the objective function in order to account for congestion and variability effects at the aggregate planning level. At this level, the time buckets in the planning horizon are long enough to ensure steady state conditions. The obtained lead time distribution enables us to estimate the service level that corresponds to the proposed lead time offset, i.e. time delay used to determine the release time when the completion time is given by the market, or equivalently, the delivery time to promise to customers. A fundamental queueing relationship states that lead time increases nonlinearly in both mean and variance with resource utilization, which is system's workload relative to its capacity (Hopp and Spearman, 2000) .
More specifically, the model is developed for supply chain and production systems where multiple products, possibly grouped into family types, are obtained either from an external subcontractor or from internal production. In case of the latter, the appropriate capacity level must be set for various resources, i.e. machines or labor with one or multiple parallel servers that are used to perform a product dependent sequence of operations. Different sequences of process steps, also referred to as alternative routings, may exist for each product, while scrap and rework may arise at each operation. Furthermore, demand volume in each time bucket must be assigned to one of the time buckets in the planning horizon where the actual production will take place. If this demand quantity is split and some volume is produced earlier than required, inventory arises. If it is produced later than required, backorders are created. The utilization level, which is the result of confronting lot size dependent workload with available capacity, is the main determinant of the congestion effects, and thus of a product's total lead time. Nevertheless, a significant contribution to these delays can also be expected from variabilities and disruptions caused by uncertain demand intervals, unstable setup and process times, quality problems (scrap, rework, breakdowns, ...), lot sizing, various working schedules, etc. Since the model that we propose in this paper captures all these effects, it is denoted as the Advanced Resources Planning (ARP) as introduced in Vandaele and De Boeck (2003) and Nieuwenhuyse et al. (2011) .
With given costs for work-in-process (WIP), finished goods, backorders, setups, production, disposal, regular time, overtime and outsourcing on the one hand and a fixed selling price for each product on the other, the goal is to maximize profit while taking into account customer service level with respect to due date delivery performance. Since Thomé et al. (2012) have found that lead times, capacity utilization, costs, quality, flexibility, variability, shortages and backlogs, timeliness and reliability of deliveries, and user satisfaction are all key metrics in the S&OP, the ARP model will produce production plans that are more realistic and more cost efficient when compared to the outcome of standard APP models. In contrast to these APP models where lead times, lot sizes and capacity buffers are fixed and predetermined, the ARP model dynamically adapts these parameters over time in function of S&OP decisions concerning production volume, capacity levels and the leanness of process characteristics. This accommodates for a more gradual recovery from losses due to e.g. setups, resource breakdowns and other production delays. It is commonly known that models not incorporating these stochastic elements are prone to inferior planning decisions when compared to models that explicitly account for stochasticity. In fact, a deterministic solution that nicely satisfies an aggregate capacity constraint in order to match supply with demand may be infeasible to implement in practice since the operational dynamics will cause lead times to grow within each time bucket. This results in excessive WIP as well as shortages, and related holding and overdue costs. Not only penalty costs or lost sales are problematic, also the impact of short-term, ad hoc measures that are needed to adapt capacity levels (overtime, alternative routings, outsourcing, etc.) should not be underestimated because of their expensive and disruptive nature. All these negative effects can be avoided when the system is treated as a stochastic network. So there is a need for a decision support tool that accurately determines the lead time effects from workload assignments to every period and to every resource subject to various stochastic elements.
The structure of the paper is as follows. First, the literature related to models that handle uncertainty in aggregate planning decisions is given in Section 2. Section 3 outlines the analytical queueing expressions to estimate all the cost and revenue components in ARP's profit function. This section concludes with a brief presentation of the optimization routine to solve this problem. Results are obtained from a simple, but realistic dataset introduced in Section 4. Managerial insights are derived from a scenario analysis, followed by suggestions concerning the lot sizes to improve the overall system performance. Conclusions are outlined in Section 5.
Literature Overview
Based on the distinction by Ho (1989) between environmental uncertainty (i.e. beyond the production process like demand and supply uncertainty), and system uncertainty (i.e. within the production process like process time, quality and breakdowns), Mula et al. (2006) categorize models for production planning under uncertainty into four types: conceptual, analytical, artificial intelligence and simulation. Since the goal of this study is to develop a quantitative model with analytical expressions, the literature overview is focused on the analytical approach. The conceptual models and the artificial intelligence are not covered here because they do not fit the scope of this study. Only the simulation approach is briefly discussed first to show the benefits of an analytical model.
Simulation models evaluate different performance parameters of the production system in an iterative way. Using Monte Carlo simulation to model the uncertainty in costs, capacities, lead times and demand, Thompson and Davis (1990) and Thompson et al. (1993) formulate a linear programming model for the aggregate production planning. Simulation is a flexible approach because details of the processing steps can be modeled, but its vast amount of required runs prevents an efficient performance optimization for our purposes. In addition, simulation models of large systems are difficult to maintain and timeconsuming to run and analyze. Scaling is problematic because the number of shop floor decisions tends to grow very fast with the number of products and resources.
In addition to uncertainty, research effort using an analytical approach has been invested to handle the disadvantage of using lead times, lot sizes and capacity buffers that are fixed and predetermined in standard APP models. Deterministic techniques that assign capacity to discrete time buckets do not model the operational dynamics of the production system. Changing product mixes, production rates and inventory levels from one period to another in the production plan, may not be executed in reality as easy as the static model suggests. Models that use a fixed lead time like the Materials Requirements Planning approach of Orlicky (1975) and Vollmann et al. (2005) , assume infinite capacity, which means that all work can be finished in a fixed amount of time regardless of the workload. However, according to queueing, lead times are affected in a non-linear way by the workload, which is the result of the planning tool assigning jobs to resources. In addition, the outcome of planning models with lot sizes that are fixed during the planning horizon for each product is also not realistic because it does not reflect the dynamics in the system. Queueing models suggest a convex relationship between the lot size and the average lead time and WIP (Karmarkar, 1987; Lambrecht et al., 1998; Lieckens and Vandaele, 2011) .
Linear Programming (LP) models that impose a fixed capacity bound are neither a solution because they do not distinguish between finished-goods (FG) and WIP. FG is stock that is built on purpose during a specific time period to be used later, while WIP is built automatically depending on the flows, queues and capacities in the system. LP models are not able to capture these dynamic effects. In addition, their dual price of resource capacity is zero until the capacity constraint is completely saturated, leading to maximal filling up a resource. However, queueing models demonstrate that system performance non-linearly deteriorates as the utilization level approaches 100% (Hopp and Spearman, 2000) . Hackman and Leachman (1989) present a generic LP formulation for production planning that minimizes holding and production costs in multi-stage systems, but congestion effects are ignored due to workload independent offsetting. Some authors have developed LP models that include a non-linear term with piecewise linearization to link lead times (Voss and Woodruff, 2003) and costs of holding WIP (Kekre, 1984; Ettl et al., 2000) to the workload. Riano (2003) uses in an iterative LP scheme similar to that of Hung and Leachman (1996) to model random lead times. Ignoring this leads to cost inefficient production plans.
Iterating between LP models that propose production plans and simulation models that evaluate these plans is another recent method Hung and Hou (2001) ; Hung and Leachman (1996) ; Byrne and Hossain (2005) ; Kim and Kim (2001) , but simulation problems are experienced with large systems and the convergence properties are not well understood (Irdem et al., 2008) .
Apart from simulation models that are computationally intractable and mathematical programming models that cannot account for operational dynamics, analytical clearing functions can be found in the literature as well to capture the nonlinear dynamics with a low computational effort. They use a closed-form expression from queueing theory in order to relate the expected throughput of a capacitated resource to its WIP-level in a planning period, defined by its average utilization (Graves, 1986; Karmarkar, 1989; Srinivasan et al., 1988) . Missbauer (2002) optimizes production planning based on clearing functions without modeling product mix effects. Asmundsson et al. (2009) develop an aggregate clearing function for multi-product, multi-stage systems linking expected WIP of all products to the expected output of the resource. They use outer linearization of this nonlinear model to obtain a linear programming formulation and assume no significant effect of lot sizing on system's performance. Their computational experiments indicate that when clearing functions are estimated accurately, these models perform considerably better than LP models with fixed, exogenous lead time estimates. Hopp and Spearman (2000) provide a number of illustrations of clearing functions for a variety of systems, where Srinivasan et al. (1988) derives them for a closed queueing network with a product form solution.
Since this approach is subject to restrictive assumptions, an advanced clearing function to approximate a complex, multi-stage production system as described in Section 1 (multiple products, resources, routings, ...) with significant lot size effects from setup times and general distributions for the stochastic parameters has not been presented yet. In this context, Hahn et al. (2012) propose an iterative framework for APP integrating an Aggregate Stochastic Queueing (ASQ) model that is considerably less restrictive compared to the clearing function approach, while it can be solved to optimality within an acceptable time range.
A case-oriented numerical example highlights the improvement potential of this new approach compared to standard APP. We refer to Pahl et al. (2007) for an extensive overview of production planning models with load dependent lead times.
Model Formulation
In this section, we develop an analytical expression for the expected profit from aggregate planning decisions in ARP. This model consists of the following elements: multiple products p ∈ {1, ..., P}, multiple resources m ∈ {1, ..., M}, multiple product related routings r ∈ {1, ..., R p }, multiple operations o ∈ {1, ..., O pr } that are product and routing specific and multiple time buckets t ∈ {1, ..., T }. We use a binary parameter ς prom that is equal to 1 if product p requires machine m at operation o in routing r.
Parameters that represent a batch are complemented by a tilde (˜). Since the availability is a critical ARP input, it is derived in a separate section, preceded by an overview of the assumptions. Unless otherwise stated, all time parameters are expressed in hours.
Assumptions
The ARP model is developed to support aggregate planning decisions in a production or supply chain system where the processing is performed according to a first-come, first-serve priority rule. Resources can be either machines or labor, both with single or parallel servers, but we limit the notation to machines m. Forecasts and firm orders drive the demand, which is independent and identically distributed. Similar to their inter-arrival times, the sett-up and process times are assumed to be generally distributed with SCVs to describe the degree of randomness. When a batch is assigned to a routing, the sequence of operations is known prior to its release in the shop (i.e. deterministic routing) and its lot size remains fixed (i.e. no transfer batching). We further assume that set-up times and costs are independent of the product sequence.
The queueing approach extends on Lambrecht et al. (1998) . After integrating several queueing approximations found in the literature (Shanthikumar and Buzacott, 1981; Buzacott and Shanthikumar, 1985; Shanthikumar and Sumita, 1988; Bitran and Tirupati, 1988) , they estimate the lot size dependent safety lead time with a service level based on the lognormal approximation, followed by lot size optimization to improve the overall due date performance. The underlying queueing model and lot size optimization process are further refined in Lieckens and Vandaele (2011) . Other ARP applications can be found in Vandaele et al. (2002 ; Nieuwenhuyse and Vandaele (2006) ; Nieuwenhuyse et al. (2007 Nieuwenhuyse et al. ( , 2011 .
Availability
The availability measure A mt is a key ARP component. It is defined as the probability that machine m is available for value-adding activities in period t. Since it represents the percentage of time on a continuous time scale during which machine m is available for processing in period t, we can implement it as a decision variable to determine two elements: the number of shifts per working day sh mt ∈ {1, 2, 3}
(expressed in a number of regular working hours RT mt per shift) and total overtime that should be added (expressed in total absolute working hours OT mt ). Furthermore, by using A mt we can transform time dependent queueing parameters into a common time unit, e.g. calendar days when A mt is applied to the number of calendar days CD t . This makes it easy to interpret delays in the production system, regardless of the scheduled time that may differ for each machine m used in different planning periods t. Sources that influence the available time of machine m in period t include number of working days W D mt , regular working hours per shift RT mt , total overtime OT mt , preventive maintenance PM mt and some period independent characteristics like breakdown (Mean-Time-To-Repair MT T R m and Mean-Time-ToFailures MT T F m ) and an efficiency percentage E m for any remaining loss in productive time. A time bucket t has a continuous time length of 24 hours/day × CD t days/period, which will be denoted by CH t calendar hours in period t. This results in the following equation for the machine availability during each
The fraction MT T F m /(MT T R m + MT T F m ), which represents the probability that a machine m is not failing, is applied to the net available working time of RT mt sh mt W D mt + OT mt − PM mt .
Although part time shifts can be handled, we assume a 3-shift regime for ease of understanding and notation. This involves a lower and upper bound on A mt by replacing sh mt in Equation (1) with 1 and 3 respectively, and OT mt = 0. A continuous fraction between these two bounds will be searched for by the algorithm in Section 3.5, in such a way that profit is best. This fraction regulates the capacity level of machine m in period t because the number of shifts (an integer value) and the total number of working hours in overtime (a real value) can be easily obtained by Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Calculate overtime and number of shifts
Given a value for A mt , the first line determines the number of shifts where x is the largest integer smaller than or equal to x. If this is not equal to its upper bound of 3, the total working hours that remain in overtime can be derived. When each hour at machine m is charged rtc m for regular time and otc m for overtime, we can calculate the point where it becomes less expensive to add one additional shift instead of overtime. This requires an update of the availability measure. Note that this approach is only valid when the overtime can be assigned to any combination of personnel in such a way that their total working time does not exceed the allowed maximum.
Arrival Process
Single unit orders for product p with due date in period t ∈ {1, ..., T } are expected to arrive at a rate D pt per hour, expressed at a continuous time scale (24 hours per day, CD t days per period, etc.). The SCV c 2
IA pt
describes the variability of their inter-arrival time. Apart from this demand information, we also need to know the arrival rates at resources. These rates are adapted with a scrap fraction ω pro when quality problems occur at operation o. Two distinct, but fractional decision variables (between 0 and 1) are used to obtain the final production rates in each period t -κ ptt is applied to the demand of product p in period t to obtain its expected production rate in period t as λ pt = ∑ t κ ptt D pt . This volume rate is after the subtraction of scrapped units along the different process steps in all alternative routings (=net output rate after scrap) -γ prt is applied to this production volume to obtain the expected production rate of product p at routing r in period t as λ prt = γ prt λ pt /∏ o (1 − ω pro ). This volume rate still includes units that may be scrapped at later process steps in route r (=brut input rate before scrap)
The condition ∑ r γ prt < 1 involves outsourcing the remaining volume of product p in period t. This means that outsourcing is an alternative routing R + 1 to resolve capacity problems and that λ pt should be interpreted as the net output rate of the potential production quantity, of which some part may not be manufactured in-house. The fraction γ prt , which assigns some portion of this rate to routing r, must be divided by the multiplication of all net fractions that continue to the next operation in order to compensate for scrap and to have an overall throughput yield equal to total demand. The average arrival rate of product p at operation o in routing r can be written as
Each product p is manufactured in batches of Q p units with zero collection time. Note that this lot size is product specific, but it does not change between periods t and between operations o. The batching process is characterized by average batch arrival ratesλ pt ,λ prt andλ prot , and a SCV of batch inter-arrival timesc 2
, where each parameter is found by dividing its corresponding parameter value by Q p . Using the results from Shanthikumar and Buzacott (1981) , we approximate the SCV of the batch inter-arrival times at routing r in period t caused by external demand of product p that is due in period t as
The queueing network approach requires aggregation of these multi-product, multi-routing batch arrival processes into a single batch arrival process at machine m in period t. It is also characterized by an average aggregate batch arrival rateλ mt and a SCV of the aggregate batch inter-arrival timesc 2 at upstream production processes to find the internal variability level of product arrivals (see later in Equation (7)), we can only obtain at this moment an approximate SCV of the external aggregate batch inter-arrival times at machines m in period t
where the weights 1/3 and 2/3 are a specific case of a general approximation found by Albin (1981) and as discussed in Lambrecht et al. (1998) .
Production Process
Each product p that requires processing at operation o along route r has the following characteristics in The following effective process characteristics are used (Hopp and Spearman, 2000) -
These effective measures allow us to express all the delays in the network on a continuous time scale, e.g.
calendar days instead of working days. Note that these measures depend on the time bucket t because the available time differs due to different operational time schedules in each period. Total effective production time of a batch with products p at operation o in routing r and period t becomes T PRe prot = SUe prot + Q p PRe prot , which can be used to find the average aggregate batch processing time on machine m in period t as a weighted averagẽ
The expression for the corresponding SCV is (Lambrecht et al., 1998) 
The machine utilization ρ mt , which must be lower than 100%, follows as
Forc 2
IA mt
, the SCV of the aggregate batch inter-arrival times at machine m, the final input parameter of the queueing network, we need to know the variability of the inter-departure times of batches leaving the upstream machine m . Several approximations for systems with multiple servers exist (see Buzacott and Shanthikumar (1993) ), but we opt for the following linking equation (Hopp and Spearman, 2000) c
It is affected by various operational decisions that have an impact on the utilization level (Equation (6)) and the variability levels (Equations (5) and (8)) at machine m . These levels depend on the total load that results from periodic and routing assignment decisions as well as lot size decisions. From here, some fraction of the product flow is sent to a downstream machine m that is equal to
We can use an equation similar to (2) 
in combination with Equation (7) leads to M linear equations with M unknown parametersc 2 IA mt . They are obtained as in Lambrecht et al. (1998) . We continue to use the approximation from Whitt (1993) for the GI/G/m queueing model to estimate the expected total lead time of product p in routing r in period t by using Equations (4), (5), (6) and (8)
with
Whitt (1993) also provides an approximation for the period dependent variance of the waiting time at machine m, which is equal to VW Q mt . The variance of the total lead time of product p in routing r in period t becomes
When the outsourcing option is chosen (i.e. alternative routing R + 1), an average and variance of this delay are assumed to be given in each time bucket. These relationships enable us to calculate an expected aggregate lead time as a weighted average
with corresponding variance
and where the weights are given by (explanation at the end of this section)
Suppose that the earliest due date of orders asked for in period t is after DW p hours at a continuous time scale and that the gap between release and due date of orders that are both scheduled and due in the current time bucket is always DW p hours as well. This means that the time between zero and DW p can be used as a phasing-out period for units from the previous period that are not finished on time, and as a phasing-in period to start working on a first-come-first-serve basis on units that are scheduled in the current period and due DW p hours later. Time buckets at the intermediate S&OP level can be considered long enough to satisfy steady state conditions. The time delay DW p is composed of two components: an average delay and a safety time. The question is which service level SL pt is to be expected? In other words, what is the desired probability that the due date will be met? We follow an approach similar to Lambrecht et al. (1998) by postulating a lognormal distribution for the aggregate lead time. After deriving its shape and scale parameters, the z pt -value from the standard normal distribution with cumulative probability SL pt follows as
The lead time information EW pt and VW pt is only used in this expression for the service level SL pt and this measure will only be used to calculate the backorder costs for units that are demanded and produced in the current period t (see Equation 20 in Section 3.5). As a result, it would be unfair to include the lead time impact of units that are outsourced in period t but demanded in later periods t > t into the total lead time calculations in Equations 10 and 11. To this end, we assume that -outsourced units in period t will never be used to satisfy demand in earlier periods t < t -outsourced units in period t are primarily used to satisfy demand in later periods t > t when there are assignments from this future demand to the current period t (i.e. when κ ptt > 0)
-the outsourced units that remain in period t are further used to satisfy demand in t
This means that outsourcing is not used to fulfill backorders, but to build-up inventory either for future or current demand satisfaction. The total demand volume of future periods t > t assigned to period t is equal to ∑ t >t κ ptt D pt . When this volume is subtracted from the outsourcing quantity 1 − ∑ r γ prt λ pt , the leftover is the relevant outsourced volume that is allowed to affect the weights in Equations 12 and 13, where the maximum function ensures non-negative values. In this way, the service level SL pt in the current period t only depends on in-house production in the current period t (Equation 12) and on units outsourced and demanded in the current period t (Equation 13).
Objective Optimization
Profit as the objective function includes all cost components that are relevant during the aggregate planning horizon, i.e. WIP, FG, setups, labor, outsourcing, backorders, disposals and other variable operating issues. Revenue is generated when a product p is sold at a net unit selling price sp p . Although more sophisticated models exist where price is a function of time, demand volume and/or delivery guarantee (see Upasani and Uzsoy (2008) for an extensive overview), we use a fixed value for this parameter. Financial implications due to delays and advances of the cash flow over time are not included, but can be easily incorporated. Total demand in the planning horizon must be satisfied under the assumption that the customer pays the total amount in period t where he wants the product p to be delivered. As a result, total expected revenue in period t is equal to
WIP are units that naturally arise at the inbound of operation o in routing r. On average, it costs hc pro to keep one unit of product p in the buffer during one time bucket. This unit cost is assumed to be independent of period t. Since the planning periods are long enough to satisfy Little's Law, total expected WIP costs in period t become
Each time a batch enters an operation o in routing r, a setup time and associated cost suc pro are charged.
Since the total number of batches in each time bucket is known, total expected setup costs in period t
Products that are not manufactured in-house are supplied by a subcontractor at a time independent unit cost of osc p , leading to an expected outsourcing cost in period t of
Labor is paid during regular time and overtime at a rate rtc m and otc m per hour. The required number of operators is not directly modeled and is assumed to be fixed, but their financial impact can be incorporated into these rates. Note that number of shifts sh mt and overtime OT mt in each period t are determined in Algorithm 1. We have resource dependent tariffs because we want to distinguish different levels of operational complexity. Total expected labor costs in period t become
Backorders occur when production is delivered after the due date. A product specific cost boc p is then charged for each period being too late. Total expected backorder costs in period t > 1 become
The first part is for product volume that is produced in a time bucket t later than each time bucket t where a demand occurs (t > t ). This volume is equal to CH t D pt κ ptt . The backorder cost boc p applies for each delayed period. For example, if we produce in period t = 4 for demand in period t = 1, the unit backorder cost is taken three times (t − t = 3). The second part is for product volume that is produced in the same time bucket t as the demand occurrence, with a probability of being too late equal to (1 − SL pt ).
When backorder costs would be charged for demand volume that is transferred to a period beyond the planning horizon, the algorithm would favor this kind of solutions because of a smaller total cost. The reason is that this strategy avoids any other cost types except the backorder cost. Therefore we do not allow products to be assigned to periods T + x with x > 0. As a result, all demand in each period t will be produced within the planning horizon.
FG inventories occur when production is finished before the demand due date. A product specific cost f gc p is charged for each period being too early. Total average FG costs in period t become
Demand that occurs in a time bucket t later than the current production slot t must be held in stock during t − t periods at a holding cost of f gc p per period.
Scrap is disposed of at a unit cost dc pro , leading to an expected disposal cost in period t of
All other operational costs that vary with the produced volume but not included in costs modeled so far (raw material, supplies, transportation, electricity, etc.) are bundled into a variable unit cost vc pro . They can be used to distinguish between alternatives, where the main route is usually less expensive than a secondary, emergency route. Total expected variable costs in period t become
Equations (15)- (23) can be aggregated to obtain the overall profit function
subject to the constraints
The first two constraints ensure that total production quantity in the planning horizon to satisfy demand in some period does not exceed this demand and that the product flow assigned to the routings in each period does not exceed the scheduled production volume. Outsourcing takes the remaining units. The third constraint controls the capacity feasibility of the aggregate plan. The other constraints impose lower and upper bounds on the decision variables.
Before we describe the decision variables, we recall the goal of this paper: finding a good balance between production volume and resource supply in each time bucket to maximize overall profit in the planning horizon at the S&OP level. The ARP model can contribute to the effectiveness and efficiency of the S&OP meetings by searching for optimal values of the decision variables. The first set consists of the variables κ ptt that determine the product-mix to be released in the shop floor in each period. The second set of variables deals with the supply side by making a trade-off between various alternative capacity decisions. Here, variables γ prt decide on the flow assignment to each routing where outsourcing supplies the units that are off-loaded to an external provider, while variables A mt decide on the number of shifts and overtime that must be dedicated to each resource in each period. The third set relates to the lot size variables Q p that can further improve the performance of the entire system through lead time reduction.
We have found evidence that the convex relationship between lot size and lead time still holds in complex production systems with multiple products and multiple resources (Lieckens and Vandaele, 2011) . On the one hand, lot sizes that are too small result in high values for the expected lead time in Equation (9) because the first term for the queue time increases in a non-linear way due to an enhanced utilization level caused by setting-up resources more frequently (saturation effect). On the other hand, lot sizes that are too large also result in high values for the expected lead time in Equation (9) because the second term for the total process time linearly increases with the lot size quantity (batching effect). In between, an optimal lot size exists that minimizes this trade-off. Since lead times, and thus also the service levels in Equation (14), clearly depend on the lot size, the profit function depends on it as well through the costs for WIP and backorders. Note that the number of machines m is not a decision variable because it is considered to be a long term strategic decision that is not relevant at this planning level.
We summarize the characteristics that make it difficult to solve the ARP model: of randomly sampled population elements in the mutation and recombination process in combination with a constraint handling procedure, feasible and better performing children are obtained in the population as the number of generations grows. Different mutation schemes can be selected, but they all reflect information of the objective function being optimized. Instead of using only local information for each population element, DE mutates all elements with the same universal distribution. In this way, the whole search space can be covered and a global optimum can be found. Another advantage of DE for mixed integer problems is that discrete variables (Q p ) are treated as continuous values to create subsequent children (this maintains the diversity of the population), while they are rounded at the moment of objective function evaluation. This avoids sub-optimal results because only feasible solutions give feedback to the optimization process. We refer to Lieckens and Vandaele (2007) and Lieckens and Vandaele (2012) for more details on how the algorithm is applied. In order to significantly enhance computing efficiency, an intelligent initialization process that makes use of our specific problem structure is presented in the next section.
Model Results

Base Case
The ARP model is applied to a simple example with two products P1 and P2, each having two routings R1
and R2 with product specific operations: P1 has three operations in both routings, P2 has two operations in both routings. Figure 1 visualizes the process layout. The input data can be found in A (Table 5 for product data, Table 6 for operations data and Table 7 for resource data). In order to test the optimization capabilities and to derive useful insights from a scenario analysis, we have constructed a dataset with small differences between products and routings. The variability level is one of the distinguishing factors between the routings: R1 has always one process step (i.e. second operation O2 for P1 at M2 and first operation O1 for P2 at M4) that is highly variable (SCV=1.5) compared to a low variability level of the corresponding process step in R2 (SCV=0.5). Since these process steps in R1 are also slightly more expensive, we may expect solutions with higher release fractions towards R2, the cheaper route with lower variability. This will be tested below. For the output results we refer to B. Each operation is performed on a specific resource, chosen from a set that contains five resources with similar characteristics. They have at least one shift, maximum three shifts. According to Equation (1),
A mt must be between 23.66% and 70.97%. There are three time buckets in the planning horizon (T = 3).
We do not allow production in the past (t ≥ 1) or beyond the planning horizon (t ≤ 3). This implies that all demand in each period t must be satisfied during the planning horizon, either by in-house production or by outsourcing. We further limit the combinatorial possibilities by imposing the constraint that the demand volume in period t can be produced in the same period t or in periods ±1 if such a period falls within the planning horizon. For instance, the demand in T1 can only be produced in T1 and T2. This example is rather small to keep the scenario analysis comprehensible and to reach an optimal solution within an acceptable time limit. On average, it takes 3.2 minutes on a 2GHz Intel Core i7 with 8GB 1,333MHz DDR3 for one scenario. Scalability for implementation in practice should be tested further, but experience with the dataset in this study learns us that when near optimal solutions are more than satisfactory, computation time is just a fraction of the total time that is required to find the best solution.
Initialization of the population is critical with respect to computation time, especially when there is a mix of decision variables. Given a specific candidate solution, we do not set initial values for all its parameters in a random and independent way, but use relevant information from parameter values already determined to randomly generate values for remaining parameters. This intelligent initialization process avoids many useless generations because this approach ensures that all candidate solutions are feasible at the beginning of the mutation and recombination process. More specifically, the fractions that assign the demand to a time bucket are generated first. When multiple time buckets are possible, the fraction for the next time bucket is randomly chosen between zero and 100% minus the sum of the fractions over all periods generated so far. The last time bucket receives the remaining fraction because all demand must be satisfied in the planning horizon. For the release fractions that assign volume to routings, a similar approach is taken, except that the last routing R also receives a random, but feasible value. The remaining fraction is automatically interpreted and handled as outsourcing. After these two steps, the magnitude of the production flow at each resource is known. This implies that values for the availability A mt can also be generated in a smart way. As long as some resource m in period t is over-utilized, a new random value for A mt is chosen between its current level and 70.97%. If it approaches this upper bound with some precision ε for at least one resource, the solution is considered to be infeasible, and the process of selecting fractions is started again. This process for the initialization of the population, the first step of DE, is repeated until all resources have a utilization lower than 100%.
The results for the base case are displayed in Table 8 . Because of some minor differences between results, we opt not to round volume quantities. Almost 6.5 units of demand for P1 in T2 are produced in T1, creating finished good costs in T1. This additional production volume justifies the application of an additional shift at M1 in T1. This shows that the optimization procedure precisely balances the trade-off between these costs for finished goods and labor. P1 is solely assigned to R2, which is logic from a production perspective (low-cost, low-variability). P2 has a preference for R1, which is more expensive and more variable. This counterintuitive result is explained by the product-process-cost structure. Even when taking into account its lower demand volume, P1 consumes more time at the shared resource M1. Therefore, it has a preference for the cheaper, more stable route R2. Nevertheless, assigning P2 to this most favorable route R2 as well, would require such an increase in required time at M1 that the savings from R2 cannot compensate the additional capacity costs. It is better to switch to R1 where M4 is used instead because this strategy balances the load over the available resources better. Because of the additional shift at M1 in T1, a significant proportion of P2 can be assigned to R2 because it is cheaper to utilize the capacity jump at M1 than charging overtime at M4. In this base case setting, outsourcing is never used as an alternative capacity resource.
Scenarios
The next step in the analysis is to test the impact of several parameters on the planning solution, while keeping the lot sizes Q p fixed. Some interesting insights can be derived from the results that correspond to the scenarios in Table 1 . A summary of the main results can be found in Table 2 .
The results for Scenario 1, where the variability of the demand interval is increased for P1, are displayed in Table 9 . The negative impact of variability on profit and lead times is handled by several planning strategies in order to provide a safety cushion: more units of P1 demand in T2 being produced in T1, more overtime at all machines and a stronger preference for R1 to produce P2. Clearly, performance regarding lead times and overall profit deteriorates.
The results for Scenario 2, where the labor cost for regular time is reduced at M5, are displayed in Table   10 . Instead of moving P1 demand earlier in production planning, this is now performed for P2: almost 70 units of its demand in T2 are produced in T1. The increased flow that results in T1 is handled by an ad- Backorder cost ↓ chase strategy ↑, shifts ↓,
Outsourcing lead time ↑ in-house ↑, ∆ routing, overtime ↑ ↓ ↑ ditional shift at M5, generally avoiding expensive overtime. The routing assignments are approximately the same and overall profit is better. P2 benefits from a lead time reduction at the expense of an extended lead time for P1, a product that is not using M5.
The results for Scenario 3, where the efficiency of M5 is reduced, are displayed in Table 11 . Although more pronounced, the impact on production quantities and available working time is similar to the scenario with lower labor costs, while profit is negatively affected.
The results for Scenario 4, where the delivery time guarantee is changed for P1, are displayed in Table 12 .
This is the time between release and promised due date for products being produced in the same period as their demand occurs. It is also referred to as lead time offsetting. When this time is longer, all demand is produced in the time bucket where it is due (i.e. chase strategy), total available working time is lower (regular time plus overtime) and R2 and R1 are exclusively used for P1 and P2 respectively. This results in an enhanced total profit and lead times that are more variable for P1 and P2. On the other hand, when the lead time offsetting is lower, more finished good inventories of P1 are created because all its demand is produced one period earlier, except the demand in T1 due to the time boundaries in this problem. This is partly solved by using outsourcing as an alternative supply source for P1 in T1: total production quantity of 277 units is reduced by almost 64 outsourced units. This setting requires more shifts but less overtime. We also observe that R1 for P1 and R2 for P2 are activated to a larger extent when compared to other scenarios. All these measures are taken to limit the number of backorders. Nevertheless, profit suffers.
The results for Scenario 5, where the cost to hold finished goods is changed for P1, are displayed in Table 13 . When this cost is low, more units of P1 demand in T2 are transferred to production slot T1.
This strategy can save on total overtime, leading to a better financial performance. It also justifies longer product lead times. In addition, a lower fraction of P2 is sent to R2 in T1. The opposite is true for a high value for finished goods.
The results for Scenario 6, where the backorder cost for P1 is changed, are displayed in Table 14 . High or low values both lead to a chase strategy. When the backorder cost is low, we see a reduction in the number of shifts being compensated by more overtime. It is clearly not a problem that lead times become long and that there are much more backorders and associated total cost (despite a lower unit cost) because the savings in labor costs contribute to a higher profit. Note that no units of P2 are sent to R2 in T1. When the backorder cost is high, the number of shifts remains the same, but more overtime avoids expensive backorders by lowering the product lead times.
The results for Scenario 7, where the setup time for P1 is increased at O2 in R2, are displayed in Table 15 .
Clearly, less P1 demand is moved from T2 to T1, more overtime is applied and the routing fractions are changed in T1. P1 is also processed at R1 (more variable, more costly but faster setups), while P2 is more in favor of the cheaper, more stable R2 to compensate for the profit loss. This also improves P2's lead time, while it obviously takes longer to deliver P1. For this scenario, we want to investigate why γ 2r1 = {0.31, 0.69} in period T1 is better than for instance alternative HighRoute1 with γ 2r1 = {0.32, 0.68}. In Table 16 , we only visualize its resource and product performance measures relative to the results found in Scenario 7. Table 6 and Figure 1 are useful here because it is important to know the operations-resource relationships.
In Scenario 7 we have ρ 1 > ρ 4 , but the gap becomes smaller in the proposed alternative solution (i.e. more balanced). The lower utilization of M1 leads to a reduction in the expected and variance of its waiting time. The SCV of its external arrivals, which is equivalent to its aggregate SCV of arrivals because M1 is always the first machine in a sequence of operations, is higher because of the lower weight of P2 assigned to R2, a route that has a relative small variability term in Equation 3 when compared to R1 and R2 for P1 (where M1 is used as a first step as well). This is partly due to a larger lot size for P2 that creates a smaller value for Equation 2. The negative queueing effect of this increased SCV of arrivals is opposed by a reduction in the SCV of the process time. This reduction is caused by assigning more weight to P1 and its higher total production time at M1 as described by T PRe prot , leading to a higher value for its overall process time in Equation 4. This higher value is responsible for the reduction ofc 2
T PRe m1
because it is in the denominator of Equation 5. The opposite relationships are observed for parameters and measures of M4. Furthermore, the inbound variability levels at M2, M3 and M5 are higher through the linking equations: M1, which feeds these machines, has a lower utilization and a higher SCV of arrivals, resulting into a higher SCV of departures. This explains their deteriorated queueing measures.
It proofs that a variability increase at the beginning of the production line negatively affects downstream process steps.
When we look at the details of the product-routing measures in Table 17 , we see that EW 221 is reduced by a lower utilization at M1 and that EW 211 is increased by a higher utilization at M4. Due to the non-linear queueing relationships, we know that a decrease in the utilization of a highly used machine like M1 has relatively more positive impact on the queueing measures (average and variance) of P2 in R2 than the negative impact from an increase in the utilization of a lowly used machine M4 in R1 for P2. The net result is a better service level for P2. A similar reasoning explains the better service performance for P1, despite of a higher value of EW 121 . This results from the combined effect of longer delays at M3 and M4 that slightly outweigh the benefit from a shorter delay at M1. However, its major variability reduction, which makes it a more stable process, supports the better overall measures for P1. Better service delivery is translated into a cost reduction for WIP (-0.16%) and backorders (-0.51%). Nevertheless, these benefits are not able to counter the more expensive variable production costs in R1, the route that is used more intense in this HighRoute1 alternative. The end result is a lower profit than in Scenario 7 (-0.0004%), which demonstrates that balancing the utilization (cfr. smaller gap between ρ 1 and ρ 4 ) is not beneficial.
A better profit is neither found in the LowRoute1 alternative with γ 2r1 = {0.30, 0.70}. In this case, all the effects are mirrored. This shows that the trade-offs between all the cost and queueing relationships in the model are precisely balanced by the DE search algorithm.
The results for Scenario 8, where the WIP cost for P1 is changed at O2 in R2, are displayed in Table 18 .
As WIP becomes more expensive, there is a slight decrease in the volume of P1 transferred from T2 to T1. In combination with more overtime and an updated release fraction for the routings of P2 in T1, the lead times of both P1 and P2 can be reduced in T1 and T2. Even though the effect is marginal with this minor parameter change, it shows the cost trade-offs between the three buffers (inventory, capacity and time). In order to limit the overall payment for overtime, and consequently also the profit reduction, the model decides to reduce this capacity source in T3, leading to longer delays in that period. Tables 19 and 20 respectively). This means that the setup cost for a similar process of P1 in R2 is more expensive than the base case. This makes R2 less favorable for P1, which can be observed in Table 19: the release fraction to R2 is lower in T1 when compared to Table 8 where it is 100%. Nevertheless, this fraction increases when the setup process is more variable in R1. The fraction of P1 demand in T2, but produced in T1 also slightly increases. It seems that in this case, longer lead times and less safety capacity (less overtime) are preferred. The net impact on total profit is a marginal decrease. The SCV effects of the production time are more pronounced. When there is no variability, the preference of P1 for R2 disappears in favor of R1. As the variability in R1 increases, the workload in R2 becomes more intense. In contrast to the scenario for setup SCV, the fraction of P1 demand in T2, but produced in T1
decreases. It also becomes worthwhile to invest in more overtime. The positive effects from the reduction in P1's lead time, which results from this additional capacity, is able to limit the profit loss caused by the uncertainty.
The impact of delays in the outsourcing process is analyzed in Scenario 11 by changing values for EW 1(2+1) in the base case with osc 1 = 110 (see Tables 21 ). For this setting, there is a positive outsourced volume for P1 in all periods. As expected, in-house production of P1 and required overtime are raised as it takes longer to wait for outsourcing supply. The release fraction of P1 in R2 is also higher.
Since DE finds solutions where the outsourced volume is increased as long as it is less costly than inhouse production, it is logic that when outsourcing is less efficient due to longer delays, overall profit is worse. The lead times, also for P2, are negatively affected as well.
ARP versus Standard APP
Another question is to what extent the planning solution proposed by the ARP model differs from more traditional aggregate planning models, or standard APP. To answer this question, we have optimized the ARP model without the disturbing queueing effects caused by the stochastic behavior in the production system (all SCV's equal to zero). In this way, we obtain a more conservative solution that is generated by a deterministic model. In order to provide some safety capacity, we impose an arbitrary and static upper bound on the utilization level of 90% for all resources in all periods, a typical approach in current business practices. The outcome is not directly comparable with the stochastic ARP solution because in the deterministic version of the model some cost components are either missing (e.g. WIP) or calculated differently (e.g. backorder costs due to a service level of 100% in the deterministic model). Therefore, the profit of the solution obtained by the APP model is recalculated with the ARP model in order to get
an idea about what the real profit and service level of the deterministic solution would have been in a stochastic environment.
By comparing this revised profit and service value with the optimal ARP profit, we can conclude that the ARP model always significantly outperforms the APP model in terms of profit and delivery performance.
See Table 3 for a comparison of overall profit for the scenarios in Section 4.2. More importantly, the production plans are also always completely different. We illustrate this with the deterministic solution of the base case in Table 22 . When compared to the results in Table 8 , its profit, which is generated according to the same objective function as the base case (Equation 24), is significantly worse, while the production control parameters are different. There is some outsourcing of P1 in T1, no stock of P1 is built-up in T1, the release fraction of P2 to R1 is always smaller than 100% and most importantly, M1
requires one shift less and almost no overtime is needed. Many machines are loaded up to the maximum utilization of 90% (bold numbers), a procedure commonly observed in traditional planning systems. The service level performance, especially of P1, significantly suffers from this loading method. These findings are an indication not only of DE's optimization capability, but also of ARP's strong performance. Planning solutions generated by a deterministic approach may not be feasible, or are at least inferior when the production system is stochastic and when service levels are important. Overall profit and delivery performance can always be improved by proposing another structure of the production plan with respect to release fractions, lot sizing (see next), labor time, inventory, backorders, outsourcing, etc.
Lot Size Optimization
Finally, the impact of the lot size is also investigated. Two approaches have been followed. In the iterative optimization mode, several cycles of production plan and lot size optimization, where one of each is kept fixed in an alternating way, are performed until further profit improvements become marginal (or usually even become worse again). In the simultaneous optimization mode, the lot size decision is just another decision variable in the ARP model that is concurrently considered with the other variables. In order to get an idea about the sensitivity of the product dependent lot size, two versions are compared for this mode: one with product lot sizes that remain the same in the planning horizon T (i.e. static version) and another one with period dependent lot sizes for each product (dynamic version). The results for the base case are shown in Table 4 .
The simultaneous and dynamic approach clearly outperforms any of the other methods. The dynamic approach significantly alters the values of the individual lot sizes (and other production control parame- ters) in such a way that there is an even larger improvement in overall profit than obtained by the static version. The best static solution in iterative mode (+17.40% when compared to the base case) has been found after 10 cycles, which requires many objective evaluations (+483%). In the next static version, where all the decision variables are simultaneously considered, its profit is slightly improved but it is dramatically more efficient from a computational perspective (-80%). More worthwhile improvements are achieved by the dynamic approach at the expense of more computation time, but still much better than in the iterative mode.
Conclusion
An Advanced Resource Planning (ARP) model is developed to support aggregate planning decisions at the intermediate planning horizon, where the uncertainty of the underlying production system is explicitly modeled as a queueing network. This analytical model can be used in a multi-period setting to select the most profitable combination of volume and capacity levels, as well as appropriate lot sizes in complex and stochastic production systems with multiple products, resources and alternative routings. The solution depends on the selling prices and costs for production, inventory, work-in-process, backorders, setups, regular time, overtime and outsourcing.
The ARP application to a simple case problem reveals some interesting insights. DE precisely balances the trade-offs between the different financial terms while taking into account the queueing impact of loading resources that have different process and variability characteristics. Several scenarios for challenges in planning (demand interval variability, finished good cost, labor cost, setup time, setup and process variability, etc.) show that the capacity strategy (regular time, overtime, outsourcing) as well as the as-signment strategy of products to routings and periods can be altered in order to compensate for profit reductions or to benefit from profit opportunities.
Scenarios with a positive implication for profit (e.g. lower holding costs) can justify longer product lead times. Other scenarios where capacity is added because it is cheaper (e.g. less expensive labor) can lead to a lead time improvement for one product, but may involve a lead time deterioration for another product because of complex interactions. Setting the lead time offset (delivery time guarantee) is a critical issue:
when it is high, all demand is produced in the time bucket where it is due and total available working time can be reduced; when it is low, measures like inventory build-up, extra labor time and outsourcing must be taken to avoid the adverse effects from backorders. Low unit backorder costs create long product lead times, but savings in total labor costs generate more profit. When the outsourcing process is less efficient due to longer delays, overtime is raised to accommodate the larger volume of in-house production and profit is lower.
In general, it is the trade-off between three buffers (inventory, capacity and time) in the ARP model that drives the DE search process towards optimal product-capacity profiles. Each product has its own period dependent lead time with its own specific service level that corresponds to this buffer mix in such a way that profit cannot be improved further. This optimal lead time and delivery performance are embedded into the ARP relationships and can be detected by DE.
An important conclusion is that by modeling the stochastic nature of complex production systems, ARP always significantly outperforms the outcome of a standard aggregate planning model in terms of profit and delivery performance. The structure of the production plan to execute is also completely different (release fractions, lot sizing, labor time, inventory, backorders, outsourcing, etc.). A major difference is that when the ARP planning system is implemented, resources are often not loaded up to the maximum utilization level, but until an appropriate safety capacity is reached. This safety level can vary between resources and planning periods as a function of system dynamics. This is in contrast to traditional planning systems where the safety cushion is fixed and arbitrary because variabilities and uncertainties are not accurately incorporated. Our results proof that the delivery service can be significantly improved when the ARP model is used instead. More profit can be further achieved by optimizing the lot size for each product. Simultaneously considering lot sizes as additional decision variables in the model is preferred over an iterative approach. Dynamically changing them over time has the highest profit potential.
These findings are of great value for practitioners as well: ARP can be used in combination with the DE optimizer to find the best production planning and control parameters in order to guide the S&OP meetings towards profit maximizing decisions with respect to volume, mix, lot sizes and capacity supply while improving their lead time and delivery performance.
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